NBM basic units and NBM probes
Plug-in or threaded connector?

Since 2011 Narda STS is fitting modern threaded connectors to NBM devices and NBM probes. These connectors are mechanically and electrically superior to the ones used previously.

**Compatibility:** Older NBM probes with plug-in connector can be used with new NBM basic units with the threaded connector. In contrast, new NBM probes with threaded connector cannot be used with older NBM basic units with plug-in connector.

**Upgrade from plug-in to threaded connector!**
Narda STS offers a modification of older NBM basic units and NBM probes to threaded connectors. The modification prevents upcoming problems with newly bought probes, also the connection of basic unit and probe is mechanically and electrically superior.

The modification can be combined with a calibration. Please contact our local sales partner for a quote.

Kind Regards

Narda Safety Test Solutions GmbH